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ABSTRACT
The near-surface climate, including the atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, and land state and fluxes, in the initial
version of the Regional Arctic System Model (RASM) are presented. The sensitivity of the RASM nearsurface climate to changes in atmosphere, ocean, and sea ice parameters and physics is evaluated in four
simulations. The near-surface atmospheric circulation is well simulated in all four RASM simulations but
biases in surface temperature are caused by biases in downward surface radiative fluxes. Errors in radiative
fluxes are due to biases in simulated clouds with different versions of RASM simulating either too much or too
little cloud radiative impact over open ocean regions and all versions simulating too little cloud radiative
impact over land areas. Cold surface temperature biases in the central Arctic in winter are likely due to too
few or too radiatively thin clouds. The precipitation simulated by RASM is sensitive to changes in evaporation
that were linked to sea surface temperature biases. Future work will explore changes in model microphysics
aimed at minimizing the cloud and radiation biases identified in this work.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the high-latitude climate system has
experienced pronounced changes, with the Arctic energy, moisture, carbon budgets, and atmospheric and
oceanic circulation all experiencing major shifts from
historical values. Perhaps most noticeable are changes
seen in sea ice extent and thickness (Kwok and
Rothrock 2009; Stroeve et al. 2012; Simmonds 2015).
Despite the rapid transitions seen in the Arctic and
the impact of Arctic change on the global earth system,
the current suite of modeling tools available to study,
understand, and predict Arctic climate change is lacking
(e.g., Rind 2008; Maslowski et al. 2012; BlanchardWrigglesworth and Bitz 2014). For example, the current
generation of global climate models (GCMs) comprising
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phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5; Taylor et al. 2012) show large biases in atmospheric circulation, cloud–radiation interactions, and
sea ice extent and thickness (e.g., Maslowski et al. 2012;
Stroeve et al. 2012; Flato et al. 2013; Karlsson and
Svensson 2013; Zappa et al. 2014).
Lynch et al. (1995), Giorgi (1995, 2005, 2006), and
Giorgi and Gutowski (2015), and references therein,
offer the history of regional climate modeling. As discussed in these and many other papers, regional models
offer both advantages and disadvantages over global
models. An often-cited disadvantage of regional climate
models is the need to specify lateral boundary conditions
(LBCs), which can be problematic if biases are present
in these data. Another concern is the lack of two-way
feedbacks between the simulated regional climate and
the LBCs. Despite these concerns regional models offer
several potential advantages. Since regional models can
be run at higher resolution than global models, regional
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models can explicitly represent mesoscale features that
may not be resolved in global models (e.g., Maslowski
et al. 2004; DuVivier and Cassano 2013) and potentially
offer the ability to better resolve climate feedbacks associated with these features. The higher resolution
possible in regional climate models also allows these
models to serve as a test bed for future generations of
global models that will eventually be run at resolutions
comparable to today’s high-resolution regional models.
Physical parameterizations in regional models can be
tailored to the specific environment of interest, thus
potentially improving model performance in the area of
interest without concern for deteriorating model performance in other geographical regions. Regional
models often offer a wider range of parameterization
options than global models, allowing for testing of a
broader range of parameterizations than is possible in
global models. Another potential advantage of the regional modeling framework is that the required LBCs
can be controlled to assess the sensitivity of the regional
climate to changes in lateral boundary conditions (e.g.,
Giorgi and Bi 2000; Döscher et al. 2010).
Many different regional atmospheric models have
been used in the Arctic, including RCA4 (Samuelsson
et al. 2011; Berg et al. 2013), CanRCM4 (Scinocca et al.
2016; Steiner et al. 2015), HIRHAM5 (Rinke and
Dethloff 2000; Klaus et al. 2012; Zhou et al. 2014),
CCLM (Klehmet et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2014), and WRF
Model (Hines and Bromwich 2008; Bromwich et al.
2009; Hines et al. 2011; Cassano et al. 2011; DuVivier
and Cassano 2013). Over the last several years the development of Arctic system models has been suggested
as one path forward for assessing Arctic change
(Roberts et al. 2010; Roberts et al. 2011). Several
coupled Arctic regional climate models have been
developed over the past decade including HIRHAMNAOSIM (Dorn et al. 2007, 2009, 2012), HIRHAMHYCOM, and the Rossby Centre Atmosphere Ocean
model (RCAO; Döscher et al. 2002, 2010; Koenigk et al.
2011; Döscher and Koenigk 2013).
In this paper, we introduce a new Arctic system
model, the Regional Arctic System Model (RASM), and
evaluate the near-surface climate in four simulations
that differ in terms of ocean, sea ice, and atmospheric
model options but that all use the same RASM model
code. In particular, we discuss the implementation of the
atmospheric component of RASM and other technical
issues related to the development of RASM in section 2.
In section 3 we present an analysis of the surface climate
in a baseline RASM simulation and then assess the impact of changes in atmosphere and sea ice model physics
on the simulated climate. In section 4, we summarize our
main findings, discuss physical linkages between various
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model biases, and conclude with a summary of ongoing
work to address the biases identified in this study.

2. Regional Arctic System Model
The Regional Arctic System Model is a limited-area,
coupled atmosphere–sea ice–ocean–land model (Maslowski
et al. 2012, Hamman et al. 2016). The component models
of RASM include the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) atmospheric model, the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) land and hydrology model, and
regionally configured versions of the ocean and sea ice
models used in the Community Earth System Model
(CESM; Hurrell et al. 2013): the Los Alamos Sea Ice
Model (CICE) and Parallel Ocean Program (POP).
These four components are coupled using the CESM
coupler (CPL7; Craig et al. 2012), with modifications
important for high spatiotemporal resolution coupling
(Roberts et al. 2015). RASM is run over a large panArctic model domain (Fig. 1) that includes much of the
Northern Hemisphere midlatitude storm track, all terrestrial drainage basins that drain to the Arctic Ocean,
all sea ice–covered areas of the Northern Hemisphere,
and the Arctic system domain as defined by Roberts
et al. (2010).
The atmospheric model used in RASM is a modified
version of the Advanced Research WRF (WRF-ARW,
hereafter simply WRF) Model version 3.2 (Skamarock
et al. 2008). WRF is configured on a 50-km polar stereographic grid, and this grid is shared with VIC (Fig. 1).
WRF has undergone considerable development and
testing for high-latitude use (e.g., Hines and Bromwich
2008; Hines et al. 2011; Cassano et al. 2011) and the
version used in RASM has been optimized for use in
Arctic conditions following Cassano et al. (2011) and
based on additional model evaluation conducted as part
of the RASM development. Despite these Arcticspecific modifications, Cassano et al. (2011) found that
stand-alone WRF simulations run on the RASM domain
(Fig. 1) developed significant circulation biases as a result of inadequate treatment of the model top boundary
and stratosphere. To address this shortcoming, WRF in
RASM applies spectral nudging above ;540 hPa with a
horizontal nudging scale of ;3400 km. Further details of
the WRF options used in RASM are listed in Table 1.
WRF’s radiation, land, surface layer, and boundary
layer schemes have been modified to facilitate coupling
with POP, CICE, and VIC in RASM. The WRF radiation schemes, CAM (Collins et al. 2004) and RRTMG
(Iacono et al. 2008), have been modified to export direct
and diffuse visible and near-infrared solar radiation to
CPL7 and import direct and diffuse visible and nearinfrared albedo. The uncoupled version of WRF
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FIG. 1. RASM model domain and analysis regions (North Pacific 5 red outline, Lena
watershed 5 green outline, central Arctic 5 light blue, and subpolar Atlantic 5 yellow outline).
The atmosphere and land 50-km grids cover the entire map region. The extent of the ocean and
sea ice 9-km grid is shown by the blue outline.

includes its own land model components, but this part of
WRF has been disabled in RASM, because the VIC,
POP, and CICE models supply all turbulent fluxes for
the WRF surface and boundary layer schemes as well as

surface albedo for the atmospheric model’s radiation
physics. All surface fluxes from the land, ocean, and sea
ice components of RASM are provided to WRF via CPL
using a 20-min coupling frequency. Compared to global

TABLE 1. List of WRF options used in the RASM_ctrl simulation.
WRF version
Horizontal grid spacing
Horizontal grid points
Number of vertical levels / model top
Time step

Lateral BCs
Spectral nudging

Longwave radiation
Shortwave radiation
Surface layer
Boundary layer
Cloud microphysics
Convective parameterization

3.2
50 km
275 x grid points 3 205 y grid points
40 / 50 hPa (lowest model level at ;12 m AGL, 10 levels in the lowest ;1 km)
WRF: 2.5 min
WRF radiation: 20 min
RASM coupler: 20 min
ERA-I (Dee et al. 2011)
Nudging variables: temperature and wind
Nudging wavenumber: 4 (WRF x direction), 3 (WRF y direction)–(;3400 km in
both the x and y directions)
Nudging strength: linearly ramped up from 0 at level 20 (;540 hPa) to 0.0003 s21
at level 10 (;165 hPa)
Nudging depth: Applied to top 20 model levels (above ;540 hPa), with full
strength in top 10 model levels (above ;165 hPa)
RRTMG (Iacono et al. 2008)
RRTMG (Iacono et al. 2008)
MM5 surface layer (Paulson 1970; Dyer and Hicks 1970; Webb 1970)
YSU (Hong et al. 2006)
Morrison (Morrison et al. 2009)
Grell (Grell and Devenyi 2002)
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TABLE 2. Information passed between WRF and the CPL7 coupler in RASM.
Information passed from WRF to CPL7

Information passed from CPL7 to WRF

Sea level pressure
Pressure at lowest model level
Temperature at lowest model level
Potential temperature at lowest model level
Specific humidity at lowest model level
Air density at lowest model level
Zonal and meridional wind speed at lowest model level
Downward longwave radiation flux at surface
Downward direct and diffuse near-infrared (700–5000 nm) and visible
(200–700 nm) solar radiation flux (four terms)
Net shortwave radiation flux at surface
Convective and large-scale liquid and frozen precipitation (four terms)
Height of bottom atmospheric level

coupled models, this is very frequent, with many recent
global models exchanging ocean fluxes between all
model components on time scales of several hours to one
day (e.g., Gent et al. 2011; Bi et al. 2013). The purpose of
RASM’s frequent coupling is to minimize the response
lag of the coupled system.
Information passed between WRF and the coupler in
RASM (Table 2) is nearly identical to that passed between the atmospheric model and the coupler in CESM.
Fluxes and state variables passed from WRF to the
coupler are time-averaged over the length of the RASM
coupling step (20 min), and all models in RASM are
coupled at the same time interval. At land–ocean
boundaries and at grid cells with both sea ice and open
ocean WRF receives area-weighted sensible, latent, and
momentum fluxes from VIC, CICE, and POP. Analogous to CESM, atmospheric surface stability in RASM is
determined in CICE and CPL7 for the ice and ocean
(Roberts et al. 2015) and in VIC for the land (Hamman
et al. 2016). However, this must be consistent with surface stability used in the lowest model layer of WRF and
this is done by inverting the area-weighted surface stress
using the area-weighted logarithm of the surface
roughness length.
The CPL7 implementation in RASM includes some
important algorithmic changes to the order in which
operations are performed as compared to version 1.1 of
CESM. These changes enable simulation of inertial oscillations in the ice–ocean boundary layer in response to
wind forcing from WRF (Roberts et al. 2015).
The ocean and sea ice component models used in
RASM are version 2 of the POP ocean model (Smith
et al. 1992; Dukowicz and Smith 1994; Smith et al. 2010)
and version 5 of CICE (Hunke et al. 2015). POP is the
same as is used in version 1.1 of CESM, but with important modifications to configure it as a regional, closed
boundary model for the Arctic. POP and CICE share

Latent heat flux at surface
Sensible heat flux at surface
Temperature at 2 m
Surface temperature
Specific humidity at 2m
Log of surface roughness length
Zonal and meridional surface wind stress
Upward longwave radiation flux at surface
Direct and diffuse near-infrared and visible albedo
(four terms)
Surface snow water equivalent
Evaporation
Land, ocean, and ice fractions

the same 1/ 128 (;9 km) rotated sphere model grid
(Fig. 1). An extended ocean domain extends beyond the
inner POP/CICE domain to the edge of the RASM
domain. This extended ocean domain uses climatological sea surface temperatures to provide ocean–
atmosphere fluxes to WRF over the portion of the
WRF domain outside of the POP/CICE domain as described in Roberts et al. (2015) and as done in other
regional coupled models (Dorn et al. 2007). Further
specifics of the ocean model configuration can be found
in Roberts et al. (2015), except that in the current paper
we utilize runoff from the VIC streamflow routing
model (RVIC; Lohmann et al. 1996) as described in
Hamman et al. (2016).
The version of CICE used in this paper is considerably
improved from that used in CESM version 1, and is a
large advance over that described for the developmental
version of RASM used by Roberts et al. (2015). RASM’s
new baseline sea ice configuration includes anisotropic
sea ice mechanics (Tsamados et al. 2013), explicit melt
ponds (Hunke et al. 2013), and mushy-layer thermodynamics (Turner et al. 2013). This combined use of
anisotropic dynamics, level-ice melt ponds, and mushylayer thermodynamics within a high-resolution model
represents a major step forward in fully coupled sea ice
modeling. A full description and evaluation of this
model configuration in RASM is currently in preparation. In this paper we address one difference between
CICE version 4, with the diagnostic salinity thermodynamics of Bitz and Lipscomb (1999), and version 5, with
the prognostic salinity thermodynamics of Turner
et al. (2013).
The land surface component model used in RASM is
the VIC model (Liang et al. 1994, 1996). VIC has been
used extensively in uncoupled global and regional
studies (e.g., Nijssen et al. 1997; Maurer et al. 2002;
Bowling et al. 2003, 2004) and has previously been
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TABLE 3. List of RASM simulations.
Simulation name
RASM_ctrl

RASM1.0

RASM_atm

RASM_atm_ice

Comments
WRF: Options as listed in Table 1
POP: Roberts et al. (2015), Hamman et al. (2016)
CICE: Anisotropic rheology, Bitz–Lipscomb thermodynamics, level ice melt ponds
VIC: See Hamman et al. (2016)
Same as RASM_ctrl with modified ocean and ice parameters:
Increased ice–ocean neutral drag coefficient from 0.00536 to 0.0067
Decreased ice–atmosphere sea ice roughness length from 0.0005 m to 0.00001842 m
Increased Cf parameter that dictates how much energy is lost to friction during ridging from 17 to 34.
Changed ice–ocean initial conditions from decadal spinup of coupled system to standalone ocean–ice simulation
initial conditions for 1979
Decreased all CICE albedo parameters by two standard deviations (snow grain size, as well as bare ice and pond
albedo) which has the effect of decreasing albedo
Same as RASM_ctrl but with the following changes:
Replace WRF YSU with MYNN (Nakanishi and Niino 2006) boundary layer
Replace WRF Grell–Devenyi with Kain–Fritsch (Kain 2004) convective parameterization
Same as RASM_atm but with modified sea ice model physics
Changes that significantly affected basinwide sea ice volume:
Switched to mushy-layer thermodynamics from Bitz–Lipsomb thermodynamics (see also Turner and Hunke
2015).
Increased Cf parameter that dictates how much energy is lost to friction during ridging from 17 to 21.3 (see also
Tsamados et al. 2013).
Changes to snow albedo characteristics: 1) increased the standard deviation of snow grain radius by 0.5 standard
deviations; 2) decreased change in temperature per snow grain radius to 18C from 1.58C on sea ice; 3) decreased
the maximum melting snow grain radius to 1000 from 1500 3 1026 m [see also Urrego-Blanco et al. (2016) for
an illustration of the significance of these changes in a stand-alone version of CICE]
Changes that made no statistical difference to basinwide sea ice volume:
Changed ice-ocean initial conditions from decadal spinup of coupled system to stand-alone ocean-ice simulation
initial conditions for 1979
Set the shortwave energy absorbed by an ice algal layer to zero
Changed EVP subcycling to 2 s from 10 s used in EVP and EAP
Changed e-folding scale of ridged ice from 4 to 3
Maximum meltwater added to ponds is switched from 100% of surface runoff to 85%. The remainder runs into
the ocean.
Basal freezing temperature of sea ice and in the ocean model set to the liquidus temperature in mushy-layer
thermodynamics, rather than being held fixed at 21.88C.

coupled with the PSU–NCAR mesoscale model (MM5;
Zhu et al. 2009). VIC has also seen significant development in its representation of cold land processes (e.g.,
Cherkauer et al. 2003; Bowling et al. 2003, 2004).
Hamman et al. (2016) provide a detailed description of
the application of VIC within RASM, including discussion on the land surface parameters and the generation
of model initial conditions.
Results from four RASM simulations (Table 3), differing in ocean, sea ice, and atmospheric model options,
but all using the same RASM model code, are presented
below. The ERA-Interim reanalysis (ECMWF 2009;
Dee et al. 2011) supplies the atmospheric LBCs and data
for the WRF spectral nudging for all RASM simulations
discussed in this paper, but other reanalysis or GCM
datasets can be used. The closed ocean boundaries are
relaxed to the Polar Science Center Hydrographic Climatology version 3.0 (PHC 3.0) (Steele et al. 2001) as
described in Roberts et al. (2015). The sea ice and ocean

models have been spun up from 1948 using daily CORE-2
forcing and runoff (Large and Yeager 2009), and then
the model is switched into fully coupled mode in September 1979. The land surface state was spun up for a
31-yr period (January 1948–August 1979) using an uncoupled VIC only simulation forced with meteorological
inputs (Hamman et al. 2016). We then run the model for
an additional 10 years to allow the sea ice and snow
thickness distribution to adjust to WRF coupling, which
we confirm with time series of domainwide sea ice volume, snow volume, and sea surface salinity and temperature that show negligible trends or trends that are
consistent with expectations over a multidecadal period.
In this paper, we analyze seasonal means for the period January 1990 through December 2014. We evaluate
RASM’s atmospheric simulations against ERA-Interim
(ERA-I hereinafter) and top of the atmosphere (TOA)
radiative fluxes observed by the CERES satellite (Loeb
et al. 2009; Wielicki et al. 1996). As with all reanalyses,
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ERA-I is a combination of modeled and observed fields
and thus may have biases relative to the observed climate. Lindsay et al. (2014) found that ERA-I has the
best performance in the Arctic when compared to similar global reanalyses, and ERA-I has similar biases in
surface fields when compared to the high-resolution,
regional Arctic System Reanalysis (Bromwich et al.
2016). RASM results were also compared with the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (Saha et al. 2010) and
results from this comparison were similar to those using
ERA-I. Thus, we use the ERA-I dataset to evaluate the
RASM-WRF simulations. For sea ice, we evaluate sea
ice concentration and extent against the daily Goddard
merged NOAA Climate Data Record (CDR; Meier
et al. 2014) and sea ice thickness estimates from ICESat
by Kwok and Cunningham (2008). Although the Arctic
has undergone rapid changes during the analysis period,
our primary interest here is in understanding the mean
behavior of the model, and in particular the effect of
different combinations of available model physics on the
coupled atmospheric solution.

3. Surface atmospheric climate in RASM
a. Surface atmospheric climate in RASM1.0
In this paper we present results from four RASM
simulations that differ in model physical parameterizations and parameters but that use identical model code
(Table 3). The RASM_ctrl simulation was used during
initial evaluation of RASM and is listed as the baseline
RASM configuration in Table 3, but the first published
results based on RASM are given in Hamman et al.
(2016) and they used a version of RASM configured as
RASM1.0 in Table 3. For consistency with this already
published overview of the climate simulated by RASM
we first assess the near-surface atmospheric climate of
the RASM1.0 simulation.
As a result of the spectral nudging used in WRF in
RASM the large-scale atmospheric circulation is relatively well simulated throughout the year with sea level
pressure (SLP) biases mostly within 64 hPa of ERA-I
(Fig. 2) and the orientation and spacing of the SLP
contours in RASM closely mirroring those in ERA-I.
The largest biases annually are positive biases in the
North Pacific (up to 4 hPa) and in the North Atlantic and
Barents Sea (up to 6 hPa).
In the annual mean the RASM1.0 climate is mainly
colder than ERA-I with surface temperature (Tsfc)
biases of 08 to 248C in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
and over North America and Eurasia and biases of 228
to more than 2108C over the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 3). The
cold bias over the Arctic Ocean, Eurasia, and North
America is larger in winter. In summer the RASM1.0
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cold bias is larger in the North Pacific, with values up
to 268C, and the winter cold land bias is replaced with a
mainly warm bias of 08 to 68C.
The RASM1.0 climate is generally drier than ERA-I
with negative precipitation biases across most of the
model domain for all seasons (Fig. 4). The dry bias is
largest over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans in summer
and is largest over the Arctic Ocean in winter. Some
areas of excess precipitation relative to ERA-I occur
near the model lateral boundaries and the sharp transition between positive and negative precipitation biases
in the Pacific Ocean occurs at the transition from the
POP/CICE domain, where SST is predicted by RASM,
to the extended ocean domain, where SST is prescribed
from climatology.
Comparison of the RASM1.0 simulated downwelling
longwave (LWDS; Fig. 5) and shortwave (SWDS; Fig. 6)
radiation at the surface helps identify the source of the
surface temperature biases discussed above. In the annual mean, RASM1.0 simulates less SWDS (biases up
to 260 W m22) and more LWDS (biases up to 20 W m22)
over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans compared to
ERA-I. Over most land areas RASM1.0 simulates more
SWDS (up to 40 W m22) and less LWDS (220 W m22)
compared to ERA-I. The opposite signs of the SWDS
and LWDS biases over the non-Arctic portions of the
RASM domain suggest that the radiative biases in
RASM1.0 are driven by errors in the simulated cloud
cover, with RASM1.0 simulating too much cloud radiative impact over the oceans and too little cloud radiative impact over the land. It is important to note that the
version of WRF used in RASM does not account for the
radiative impact of convective clouds and thus will underestimate the cloud radiative impact in regions where
convective clouds are present such as land areas in the
summer and regions of oceanic stratocumulus.
Over the Arctic Ocean and adjacent land areas in
Eurasia the annual mean LWDS biases are up
to 230 W m22 and as large as 250 W m22 in the winter.
SWDS biases over the Arctic Ocean and adjacent land
areas are small in the annual and winter mean and are up
to 240 W m22 in the summer. The negative SWDS bias
in summer indicates that RASM1.0 is simulating too
much cloud radiative impact over the Arctic in the
summer whereas the large negative LWDS bias over the
Arctic in the winter may be due to too little cloud cover
or too optically thin clouds being simulated.
Atmospheric state biases in RASM1.0, as well as for
the other three simulations listed in Table 3, generally
decrease with height above the surface and become
small by the midtroposphere where the WRF spectral
nudging begins. Given the focus on the RASM surface
climate in this paper these results are not shown here.
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FIG. 2. (top) ERA-I (left) annual, (middle) DJF, and (right) JJA mean sea level pressure (SLP) for 1990 to 2014. Also shown are the
differences between ERA-I and (second to bottom rows, respectively) RASM1.0, RASM_ctrl, RASM_atm, and RASM_atm_ice. Regions with surface elevation above 500 m are masked in gray.
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FIG. 3. (top) ERA-I (left) annual, (middle) DJF, and (right) JJA mean surface temperature (Tsfc) for 1990 to 2014. Also shown are the
differences between ERA-I and (second to bottom rows, respectively) RASM1.0, RASM_ctrl, RASM_atm, and RASM_atm_ice.
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FIG. 4. (top) ERA-I (left) annual, (middle) DJF, and (right) JJA mean monthly precipitation for 1990 to 2014 (mm month21). Also
shown are percent differences between ERA-I and (second to bottom rows, respectively) RASM1.0, RASM_ctrl, RASM_atm, and
RASM_atm_ice.
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FIG. 5. (top) ERA-I (left) annual, (middle) DJF, and (right) JJA mean downward surface longwave radiation (LWDS) for 1990 to 2014.
Also shown are the differences between ERA-I and (second to bottom rows, respectively) RASM1.0, RASM_ctrl, RASM_atm, and
RASM_atm_ice.
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for mean downward surface shortwave radiation (SWDS).
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The surface climate biases in RASM1.0 discussed
above motivated additional RASM simulations to explore if changes in RASM physics could help reduce the
radiation, temperature, and precipitation biases. Results
from these additional RASM simulations are discussed
below.

b. Surface atmospheric climate in alternate versions
of RASM
The RASM1.0 simulation discussed above uses modified ocean and sea ice parameters relative to the baseline version of RASM (RASM_ctrl) used for testing
during the model development. The most significant
model physics changes between the different RASM
simulations presented in this paper were motivated to
provide more physically realistic representation of climate processes rather than simply ‘‘tuning’’ the model.
The RASM_atm simulation has identical model options
to RASM_ctrl (Table 3) except that it uses different
boundary layer [Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino
(MYNN)] and convective (Kain–Fritsch) parameterizations in WRF. These parameterization changes were
based on Jousse et al. (2016), who found that WRF
simulations using the MYNN boundary layer and Kain–
Fritsch convective parameterizations more realistically
represented boundary layer depth, and as result liquid
water path and SWDS in stratocumulus clouds over the
Pacific Ocean. The only model changes between the
RASM_atm and RASM_atm_ice simulations are to
the sea ice model physics. RASM_atm_ice incorporates
more physically realistic anisotropic sea ice mechanics
and sea ice thermodynamics with prognostic salinity
(Table 3) and the comparison of RASM_atm and
RASM_atm_ice in this manuscript represents some of
the first fully coupled model results to compare these
differences in sea ice model physics.
The near-surface atmospheric circulation, as represented by SLP, is reasonably well simulated in all of the
RASM simulations (Fig. 2). Biases in the RASM1.0 and
RASM_ctrl simulations are very similar, indicating that
the differences in ocean and sea ice parameters in these
simulations have little impact on the atmospheric circulation. The RASM_atm and RASM_atm_ice simulations are similar to each other, indicating little sensitivity
to the sea ice changes between this pair of simulations,
but simulate lower pressure than the RASM_ctrl and
RASM1.0 simulations, indicating that the atmospheric
physics changes impact the simulated SLP.
The Tsfc biases are similar for pairs of RASM simulations, with the RASM_ctrl and RASM1.0 simulations
being similar and the RASM_atm and RASM_atm_ice
simulations being similar (Fig. 3). In the annual mean
the RASM_atm and RASM_atm_ice simulations are
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warmer than the RASM_ctrl and RASM1.0 simulations.
All of the RASM simulations have a large winter cold
bias in the central Arctic, with the RASM_atm simulation being 28 to 48C warmer than the other RASM
simulations in this region. The largest differences in Tsfc
between the four RASM simulations occur in summer
when the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations are
much warmer over land (Tsfc biases of 28 to 68C) and
open ocean (Tsfc biases of 228 to 148C) than the
RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations. The changes in the
WRF physical parameterizations in the RASM_atm/
RASM_atm_ice simulations have a large impact on Tsfc
both over ocean and land areas but little impact in the
central Arctic. The sea ice changes between the RASM_
atm and RASM_atm_ice simulations have a large impact on Tsfc in the central Arctic, with the RASM_atm
simulation being much warmer in this region in winter.
The RASM_ctrl and RASM1.0 simulations have
similar precipitation biases; also, the RASM_atm and
RASM_atm_ice simulations have similar precipitation
biases (Fig. 4). The large dry bias in precipitation in the
RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations is not present in the
RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations. The increase
in precipitation in the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice
simulations relative to the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations is consistent with the warmer SSTs (Fig. 3) and
thus increased evaporation (not shown) over the lower
latitude oceans in the RASM domain. The near step
change from positive to negative precipitation bias over
the Pacific Ocean at the edge of the extended ocean
domain seen in the RASM1.0/RASM_ctrl simulations in
the annual and summer mean is much less obvious in the
RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations. This is consistent with the reduced Tsfc bias gradient in these regions in the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations
(Fig. 3) and therefore reduced evaporation gradient.
Large differences in the downwelling longwave and
shortwave radiation (Figs. 5 and 6) are present between
the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 and the RASM_atm/RASM_
atm_ice simulations. In the annual, winter, and summer
mean the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations have negative SWDS biases and positive LWDS biases over the
Pacific and Atlantic Ocean with opposite sign biases for
these radiative fluxes over land areas. The RASM_atm/
RASM_atm_ice simulations generally have positive
SWDS and negative LWDS biases in all seasons over
most of the model domain. For the non–Arctic Ocean
portion of the model domain the opposite sign of the
SWDS and LWDS biases in a given simulation suggest
that the radiative biases are driven by biases in the
modeled cloud cover with positive SWDS and/or negative LWDS, indicative of too few or too optically thin
clouds. Based on the surface radiation biases it appears
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FIG. 7. Monthly and annual mean RASM1.0 (dark blue), RASM_ctrl (light blue), RASM_atm (red), and
RASM_atm_ice (pink) differences from (top) CERES and (middle, bottom) ERA-I (a) upward longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere, (b) upward shortwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere, (c) downward
longwave radiation at the surface, (d) downward shortwave radiation at the surface, (e) surface temperature, and
(f) total precipitation for 1990 to 2014 for the Pacific analysis domain shown in Fig. 1. Open circles on the right side
of each panel show the annual mean biases for each dataset.

that the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations are underestimating cloud radiative impact over land areas and
overestimating cloud radiative impact over the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans while the RASM_atm/RASM_
atm_ice simulations are underestimating cloud radiative
impact across most of the model domain. Since the
version of WRF used in RASM does not account for
the radiative impact of convective clouds, a portion of the
underestimated cloud radiative impact in all four simulations may be due to this physical inconsistency in WRF.
In the central Arctic all four RASM simulations have
similar negative to near-zero LWDS biases. The negative LWDS bias in winter may be caused by RASM
simulating too few or too optically thin clouds and/or the
cold atmospheric bias (Fig. 3). During the summer the
SWDS bias is of opposite sign in the RASM_ctrl/
RASM1.0 simulations compared to the RASM_atm/
RASM_atm_ice simulations and indicates too little
cloud radiative impact in the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_
ice simulations and too much cloud radiative impact in
the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations.

1) REGIONAL SURFACE STATE AND ENERGY
BUDGET ANALYSIS

Time series of monthly mean area averages of the
surface temperature, precipitation, and surface and
TOA longwave and shortwave radiation are shown over
different climatic regions in the RASM domain: the North
Pacific (midlatitude and sub-Arctic Ocean), the Lena
watershed (midlatitude and Arctic land), and the central
Arctic (Fig. 1) in Figs. 7–9. This analysis provides additional information on the temporal evolution of model
errors throughout the annual cycle and highlights linkages between the radiative biases, temperature, and
precipitation discussed above. For this analysis the surface variables (Tsfc, precipitation, LWDS, and SWDS)
simulated in RASM are compared to ERA-I while the
TOA radiative fluxes (LWUT and SWUT) are compared to CERES satellite observations. The CERES
estimated radiative errors at the TOA are qualitatively
consistent with the ERA-I radiative errors at the surface. These figures also show the annual mean bias for all
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for the Lena analysis domain shown in Fig. 1.

variables as an open circle on the right side of each figure
panel.
In the North Pacific region the radiative biases at both
the surface and the TOA are nearly identical for the
RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 pair of simulations and for the
RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice pair of simulations (Fig. 7).
The RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations have positive
SWUT biases and negative LWUT biases. The SWDS
and LWDS biases are of opposite sign and range
from 260 to 210 W m22 for SWDS and 4 to 10 W m22 for
LWDS. The sign of these biases are consistent with
RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulating too many clouds or
overly optically thick clouds over the North Pacific
throughout the annual cycle. The overall negative radiation bias at the surface results in a cold SST bias
throughout the year, with the largest radiation and Tsfc
biases in July and August. The cold SST bias results in a
negative evaporation bias relative to ERA-I (not shown)
and a negative precipitation bias across this region.
In the North Pacific region the RASM_atm/RASM_
atm_ice simulations have opposite sign radiative biases
compared to the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations
(Fig. 7). The RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations
have smaller magnitude shortwave radiation biases
(15 to 35 W m22) than the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0

simulations but slightly larger magnitude longwave radiation biases. The shortwave and longwave biases are
generally opposite in sign and are consistent with this
pair of RASM simulations simulating too little cloud
radiative impact over the North Pacific. This is consistent with the results in Jousse et al. (2016) that found
that the combination of MYNN boundary layer and
Kain–Fritsch convective parameterization reduced the
cloud water path over the North Pacific resulting in increased SWDS. In response to the positive surface radiation bias these simulations have positive SST biases
from June to September and negative biases during the
winter and early spring. The precipitation biases mirror
the SST biases. These results indicate that in the North
Pacific the change in WRF model physics alters the sign
of the cloud, and thus radiation, biases in RASM with
little sensitivity evident for changes in ocean or ice
model parameters (RASM1.0 compared to RASM_ctrl)
or for changes in ice model processes (RASM_atm
compared to RASM_atm_ice). The sea surface temperature and precipitation respond to the surface radiative bias with the excess cloud cover simulations
(RASM1.0 and RASM_ctrl) having negative surface
radiation, SST, and precipitation biases and the
reduced cloud cover simulations (RASM_atm and
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but for the central Arctic analysis domain shown in Fig. 1.

RASM_atm_ice) having positive surface radiation, SST,
and precipitation biases during the summer.
The regional model biases in the Lena watershed (Fig. 8)
are representative of the model biases across much of
Eurasia and North America. Similar to the results for the
North Pacific region the RASM_ctrl and RASM1.0 pair of
simulations have similar biases, and the RASM_atm and
RASM_atm_ice pair of simulations have similar biases for
the TOA and surface radiative fluxes, Tsfc, and precipitation. The RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations have
smaller magnitude SWUT and SWDS biases than the
RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations, which are as
large as 60 W m22 for SWDS. The shortwave radiation
biases indicate a significant underestimation of clouds over
the Lena watershed in the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice
simulations, especially in summer, and a relatively good
cloud simulation in the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 pair of
simulations. For the Lena watershed all four RASM simulations have similar LWDS biases throughout the year.
Over the Lena watershed all four simulations have
similar cold Tsfc biases from October through April that
mirror the negative LWDS bias. In summer the RASM_
atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations are much warmer than
the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations. Hamman et al.
(2016) note that at high latitudes in North America and

eastern Siberia the retreat of snow-covered area in
RASM1.0 precedes satellite observations by about
15 days. This early retreat of the snow cover in April and
May, which is more rapid in the RASM_atm/RASM_
atm_ice simulations and is driven by the increasing
positive SWDS bias in these simulations, contributes to
the early summer warm bias in May and June, whereas
the large positive SWDS bias later in the summer sustains the warm Tsfc bias, most noticeably in the RASM_
atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations.
The precipitation bias in the Lena region is similar for
all four simulations from September through April. All
four simulations have positive summer precipitation
biases that peak in June but the biases in the RASM_
atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations are more than twice as
large as those in the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations.
The increased precipitation in the RASM_atm/RASM_
atm_ice simulations may be a response to the increased
oceanic evaporation as a result of the warmer SSTs
compared to the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 pair of simulations (Fig. 3 and 7) or due to increased evaporation and
convection due to the increased surface temperature
over land in these simulations.
In the central Arctic in the spring (Fig. 9) all four RASM
simulations overestimate SWDS. The RASM_atm_ice
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simulation has the largest SWDS bias, and this positive
SWDS bias persists throughout the summer and early
fall. The RASM_atm simulation SWDS bias drops to
near zero in midsummer and then becomes slightly
positive for late summer and early fall. The RASM_ctrl/
RASM1.0 simulations have negative SWDS biases
from June through August and slight positive SWDS
biases in September and October. The sign of the
shortwave biases indicates too little cloud radiative
impact in spring and early summer and again in fall for
all four simulations. The RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice
pair of simulations maintain this negative cloud bias
throughout the summer whereas the RASM_ctrl/
RASM1.0 simulations have too much cloud radiative
impact in midsummer.
The longwave biases in the central Arctic are similar
for all four RASM simulations with the largest negative
LWUT and LWDS (up to 250 W m22) biases from late
fall through winter. The RASM_atm simulation has the
least negative longwave bias of all four simulations.
From May through September the LWDS biases are
near 0 W m22 in all four RASM simulations. The negative wintertime longwave biases may be caused by too
few clouds or too optically thin clouds (Shupe and
Intrieri 2004; Bennartz et al. 2013; Miller et al. 2015),
consistent with previous high-latitude studies with different configurations of WRF that have shown that
WRF radiative biases are largely driven by cloud biases
(Bromwich et al. 2016; Porter et al. 2011; Hines et al.
2011; Bromwich et al. 2009). It is also possible that the
negative longwave biases may reflect the cold and/or dry
bias in the atmosphere, resulting in an optically thinner
atmosphere.
All four RASM simulations have a cold Tsfc bias in
the central Arctic from October through April and
then a near-zero Tsfc bias from May through September. The RASM_atm simulation has the smallest cold
bias of all four RASM simulations. The cold bias in most
of these simulations develops quickly in September and
October whereas the cold bias develops more slowly in
the RASM_atm simulation. It is unclear whether the
cold Tsfc winter bias is driven by the negative LWDS
bias discussed above or if the cold bias, both at the
surface and in the lower atmosphere (not shown), is
driving the negative LWDS and LWUT biases. The
larger cold bias in the RASM_atm_ice simulation
compared to the RASM_atm simulation indicates
that the changes in the sea ice model physics between
this pair of simulations (Table 3) are impacting the
near-surface atmospheric state. The switch from diagnostic (Bitz–Lipscomb thermodynamics) to prognostic (mushy-layer thermodynamics) sea ice salinity results
in thicker sea ice, consistent with stand-alone sea ice
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model results of Turner and Hunke (2015), and is likely
the main factor that contributes to the colder Tsfc in the
RASM_atm_ice simulation.
The RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations have a
negative precipitation bias from October through April
and a positive precipitation bias from May through
September. The RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations are
drier than the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations,
consistent with results from the North Pacific and Lena
watershed discussed above.

2) SEA ICE IN RASM SIMULATIONS
All four RASM simulations have negative sea ice
concentration biases in the central Arctic in summer,
and excessive sea ice cover in the Barents, Kara, and
Greenland Seas (Fig. 10). Within the central Arctic, the
largest negative bias occurs in RASM_atm. The statistical significance of the bias is based upon Welch’s twosided t test using lag-1 autocorrelation to estimate
effective sample size following von Storch and Zwiers
(1999) and Wilks (2006).
Differences in sea ice thickness between the RASM
simulations and ICESat more clearly indicate the sensitivity of the simulated sea ice state to changes in
RASM configuration (Figs. 11 and 12). The comparisons
in Figs. 11 and 12 should only be considered as approximate, due to uncertainties in sea ice density (Tilling
et al. 2015) and a small inconsistency in the periods
represented by RASM 2-monthly means and ICESat
retrievals for each 2-month window. However, the bias
estimate provided here is sufficient for indicating broad
limitations of and differences between each of the four
RASM model runs.
Figures 11 and 12 indicate that RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0
simulations have the largest positive ice thickness bias of
the four RASM simulations. The RASM_atm/RASM_
atm_ice simulations have thinner ice, more compatible
with the Kwok and Cunningham (2008) ice thickness
estimates, with the RASM_atm simulation having the
largest negative ice thickness biases. These results indicate that the sea ice responds to changes in the WRF
physics with a large decrease in ice thickness between
the RASM_ctrl and RASM_atm simulations. For simulations with the same WRF physics the sea ice thickness responds to both changes in ice and ocean
parameters (RASM_ctrl compared to RASM1.0) and to
changes in sea ice model physics (RASM_atm compared
to RASM_atm_ice).
Perhaps most important in the sea ice comparison
between RASM_atm and RASM_atm_ice is that without mushy-layer thermodynamics (RASM_atm) in
CICE, there is a seasonal inconsistency in the thickness
bias. Although there are several other differences
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FIG. 10. Difference from NOAA CDR interpolated sea ice concentration for (a)–(d) RASM1.0, (e)–(h) RASM_ctrl, (i)–(l) RASM_
atm, and (m)–(p) RASM_atm_ice sea ice concentration for (left to right) DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON. The time series is analyzed from
December 1989 through to November 2014. The magenta contour indicates NOAA CDR mean 15% sea ice extent, and stippling indicates
difference at the 99% confidence interval.

between RASM_atm and RASM_atm_ice, the change
in thermodynamics is the largest physics change (Table 3).
This result suggest that use of prognostic salinity better
simulates the annual thickness cycle of sea ice in the
central Arctic, and warrants further investigation in a
follow-on investigation. Overall, the RASM_atm_ice
simulation produces the most realistic sea ice state of the
four RASM simulations considered here in terms of
central Arctic thickness, but it still overestimates sea ice
extent on the Atlantic side of the Arctic (Fig. 10).
The source of the persistent positive sea ice bias on the
Atlantic side of the Arctic is the subject of ongoing investigations. One possible explanation would be errors
in oceanic heat transport into this region, but heat fluxes
across the Barents Sea opening simulated in RASM are
similar to observational estimates, suggesting that oceanic processes are not a major factor in this regional sea
ice bias. This region was shown to have the largest atmospheric cold bias and largest negative LWDS biases
(Figs. 3 and 6) in the RASM domain but these atmospheric biases may either be a response to the excess sea
ice or may be forcing the excess sea ice. The surface
radiation, Tsfc, and precipitation biases for the subpolar

Atlantic region (Fig. 13) are similar to those shown for
the central Arctic (Fig. 9). In the subpolar Atlantic
region the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations
have a positive SWDS bias throughout the summer
while the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations have a
negative SWDS bias. All four simulations have nearzero LWDS biases during the summer. The larger
amount of SWDS in the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice
simulations in summer reduces the positive sea ice extent bias slightly (Fig. 10). All four simulations have
large negative LWDS biases in the subpolar Atlantic
from October through April of up to 240 W m22.

4. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we have presented an assessment of the
near-surface atmospheric climate in the initial version of
the Regional Arctic System Model (RASM), comparing
four RASM simulations that differ in terms of ocean and
sea ice model parameters and atmosphere and sea ice
physics (Table 3) but that all use the same model code.
All four simulations simulate the near-surface circulation, as depicted by SLP (Fig. 2), relatively well. The
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FIG. 11. (a)–(e) Spring (February–March) sea ice thickness estimated from ICESat, and mean deviation from Kwok and Cunningham
(2008) for (f)–(j) RASM1.0, (k)–(o) RASM_ctrl, (p)–(t) RASM_atm, and (u)–(y) RASM_atm_ice.

RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations tend to have cold
Tsfc biases over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and a
slight warm bias over land in summer. The RASM_atm/
RASM_atm_ice simulations have smaller ocean Tsfc
biases but a larger warm bias over land in summer. All
four simulations have a large cold bias in the central
Arctic and over adjacent high-latitude land areas in
winter (Fig. 3). The differing magnitudes of the land and
ocean temperature biases in these simulations suggest
that different model configurations may be most appropriate depending on the intended application
of RASM.

All of the temperature biases are shown to be related
to biases in downward surface radiative fluxes (Figs. 5
and 6) associated with errors in the simulated cloud
cover in RASM. The RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations
simulate too much oceanic cloud radiative impact and
thus too little SWDS, leading to the cold Tsfc bias over
the oceans that is largest in summer. All four simulations
simulate too little cloud impact over land, but this bias is
largest in the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations,
resulting in the large warm bias over land in summer.
The RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations differ
from the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations in their use
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FIG. 12. (a)–(e) Fall (October–November) sea ice thickness estimated from ICESat, and mean deviation from Kwok and Cunningham
(2008) for (f)–(j) RASM1.0, (k)–(o) RASM_ctrl, (p)–(t) RASM_atm, and (u)–(y) RASM_atm_ice.

of the MYNN instead of YSU boundary layer parameterization and the Kain–Fritsch instead of the Grell–
Devenyi convective parameterization. These physics
changes were motivated by results in Jousse et al. (2016)
that showed that changes in WRF boundary layer and
convective parameterizations resulted in more realistic
simulation of boundary layer depth and cloud water
path over the ocean. In the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_
ice simulations, the change in WRF boundary layer and
convective parameterizations reduced the radiation,
temperature, and precipitation biases over the North
Pacific in RASM (Fig. 7) and also result in a larger

fraction of the modeled precipitation being generated by
the convective parameterization in the RASM_atm/
RASM_atm_ice simulations (Fig. 14). Since cloud variables were not saved as output in the RASM simulations presented in this paper, we cannot determine if
changes in boundary layer depth and cloud water path,
similar to those in Jousse et al. (2016), occur in RASM,
but the change in radiative fluxes seen in RASM is
consistent with the changes described in Jousse et al.
(2016). While these WRF physics changes significantly
improved the RASM simulations over the oceanic portions of the model domain, these same changes
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 7, but for the subpolar Atlantic analysis domain shown in Fig. 1.

degraded the simulations over land and may reflect
failures in this combination of boundary layer and convective parameterizations to capture the different
boundary layer and convective cloud processes acting
over land, especially in summer.
As noted above, the radiative impact of convective
clouds is not accounted for in the WRF version used in
RASM. As a result, the increase in convective cloud, as
indicated by the increase in convective precipitation
fraction (Fig. 14), along with the lack of radiative impact
from convective clouds in WRF contributes to the positive SWDS bias seen in the RASM_atm/RASM_atm_
ice simulations over land (Figs. 6 and 8) and the North
Pacific (Figs. 6 and 7), but likely has little impact in the
central Arctic where almost no convective clouds occur
(Fig. 14). The next generation of RASM will use a newer
version of WRF that simulates the radiative impact of
convective clouds and should help reduce the positive
SWDS bias seen in the current version of RASM.
The cold Tsfc bias in the Arctic and adjacent land
areas in winter is related to a negative LWDS bias in all
four RASM simulations (Fig. 5). The negative LWDS
bias may be caused by RASM simulating too few or
too optically thin clouds. We suspect that RASM is

simulating too little supercooled cloud water in the cold
winter clouds (Klein et al. 2009; Cesana et al. 2012),
resulting in clouds that are too optically thin, which in
turn results in a negative LWDS bias. Unfortunately,
this cannot be assessed directly with these RASM simulations as cloud fields were not saved as part of the
RASM output. Ongoing work to evaluate additional
WRF physics parameterizations will save cloud fields for
analysis and will use surface and satellite-based cloud
remote sensing observations of cloud phase to assess this
hypothesis.
Differences in the Tsfc biases for the four RASM
simulations (Fig. 3) contribute to differences in the
precipitation biases (Fig. 4) through changes in evaporation. All four RASM simulations evaluated in this
paper use identical lateral boundary conditions and
thus the atmospheric moisture flux across the boundaries is identical in these four simulations. Since the
RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations generate more
precipitation than the RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations
(Fig. 4), this change in precipitation must be driven by an
additional moisture source within the model domain. The
RASM_ctrl/RASM1.0 simulations with cold Tsfc biases
over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Fig. 3) result in
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FIG. 14. (top) Fraction of total (left) annual, (middle) DJF, and (right) JJA precipitation generated by the WRF convective parameterization for the RASM_ctrl simulation. Also shown are differences between the RASM_ctrl fraction of total precipitation generated by
the WRF convective parameterization and (second row) RASM_1.0, (third row) RASM_atm, and (bottom) RASM_atm_ice.

reduced evaporation within the model domain and an
overall dry bias while the warmer RASM_atm/RASM_
atm_ice simulations have more evaporation and nearzero or slightly positive precipitation biases (Fig. 4).
The suite of four RASM simulations presented in this
paper show the large sensitivity of the simulated surface
climate to changes in atmospheric model physics. In

particular, the large changes in radiative fluxes, driven by
changes in simulated cloud, between the RASM_ctrl/
RASM1.0 and RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice simulations
lead to large differences in Tsfc and precipitation biases
in these pairs of simulations. The simulated sea ice state
also responds strongly to these changes in atmospheric
physics (Figs. 10–12). The RASM_atm/RASM_atm_ice
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simulations have less sea ice than the RASM_ctrl/
RASM1.0 simulations, consistent with the domainwide
increase in SWDS. The atmospheric state shows little
sensitivity to the changes in ocean and sea ice parameters
between the RASM_ctrl and RASM1.0 simulations, although slightly less sea ice is simulated in the RASM1.0
simulation. Other than Tsfc in the Arctic there is also little
sensitivity of the atmospheric state to changes in sea ice
physics between the RASM_atm and RASM_atm_ice pair
of simulations, although sea ice thickness does respond to
the sea ice physics changes in this pair of RASM simulations. Part of the lack of atmospheric sensitivity to changes
in ocean and ice model options may be caused by the use of
spectral nudging in WRF, but the fact that the atmospheric
state does respond in significant ways to the changes in
atmospheric physics suggests that the WRF nudging is not
overly constraining the simulated atmospheric state. In
terms of sea ice state, ocean temperature, and domainwide
precipitation the RASM_atm_ice simulation is the best
RASM simulation evaluated here, while the RASM1.0
simulation produces the most accurate surface climate
over land areas.
The results described above highlight the critical role
that clouds and radiation play in coupled climate system
simulations. The RASM radiation errors described
above have been attributed to errors in simulated clouds
in RASM, although lack of cloud output from these
simulations prevents a direct assessment of this statement. The radiation errors lead to errors in Tsfc, which
over the ocean alters evaporation within the model domain and impacts domainwide precipitation. Changes in
precipitation can further impact other aspects of the
simulated climate system including sea ice growth or
melt through changes in snow cover on the sea ice or
changes in land surface state through changes in timing
and thickness of snow cover or soil moisture. These
changes in domainwide precipitation, and their additional impacts on other portions of the climate system,
occur despite the constraints imposed on regional simulations by their lateral boundary conditions and/or
nudging toward reanalysis fields. This also highlights the
important role that midlatitude ocean areas play in midand high-latitude precipitation through evaporation
driven by Tsfc in the actual climate system.
While the current version of RASM is able to produce
reasonable simulations of Arctic and adjacent lowerlatitude climate there are still some significant biases related to errors in cloud cover and radiative fluxes. Some of
these errors are related to the fact that the version of
WRF used in RASM does not account for the radiative
impact of convective clouds but other errors are related to
under or overestimation of cloud amount and/or optical
thickness. We are currently assessing different cloud
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microphysics options in WRF and RASM and are
upgrading RASM to use WRF v3.7, which will allow the
radiative impact of convective clouds to be simulated, as
well as including bug fixes and additional physics options.
A more physically based assessment of RASM biases in
these simulations will be conducted in the future that will
expand upon the initial RASM results presented here. In
particular, additional attention will be given to cloud
amount and cloud phase in the future analysis and will
rely on satellite observations of cloud properties.
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